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4  Preface 
 

Preface 
This document has been created to provide guidelines to the Application Translation for BellaVita. 
It explains the steps for downloading and editing the translation tool, the resources file, 
furthermore the resource bundle editor and testing. 

Audience 
This document is intended for system administrators and support familiar with BellaVita. 

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 
https://support.oracle.com 
When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 
 Product version and program/module name 
 Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 
 Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 
 Exact error message received 
 Screen shots of each step you take 

Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/ 

Revision History 
Date Description of Change 

June 18, 2013 • Initial publication. 
Document Version Number: 1.0 

 
 

https://support.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/
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1  Prerequisites 
To work with the following tools you need to have a test environment with BellaVita installed, and 
the desired language to be installed on the environment. 
 

Downloading the translation tool 
 
The resource bundle editor is found on our distribution server: 
http://bellavita.defsys.ch/bellavita/pblc/tools/ 
login: bellavita/bricnam 
 
Once you downloaded this – it has to be extracted on the BellaVita environment: 

 
 

Downloading the resources file 
 
The translation files can be found on our partner website: 
http://bellavita.microsdc.com/bellavita/partner/translation/  
same login as above. 
Select the file with the correct version. Currently the official release is 2.7.0.2, the translation files 
needed will be resource-2.7.0.3.zip 
 

http://bellavita.defsys.ch/bellavita/pblc/tools/
http://bellavita.microsdc.com/bellavita/partner/translation/
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Extract the file in the extracted folder of the resource bundle editor in a new folder, such as 
resources_to_be_translated. 
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Editing the paths used by the tool 

Rbe.bat 
Edit the rbe.bat and uncomment the java path lines: 

 

Set JAVE_HOME should point to the bellavita\jre1.6 directory 

Set PATH should be uncommented (remove : from the beginning of the line) 
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User.properties 
Edit the user.properties file to point to the resourced to be translated. 

 

Resource.bundle.path points to the test directory in the rbe folder by default, change it to the 
resources to be translated folder by changing the path to: 

resource.bundle.path = resources_to_be_translated 

languages will display the columns to be translated. To ease your work, change it to show English 
and your language. For Finnish translation, it should look like this: languages = en:fi 

Once the changes are done, the tool can be started by double clicking on rbe.bat 
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2  Resource bundle editor 
At the bottom of the screen you see the path of the resources files and the languages selected. 

 

Blue highlights the items where translation is missing. 
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The yellow gaps highlight the missing values. You can also hide the already translated rows by 
clicking on the “Hide translated values in table” checkbox. 

Go through the items and save your changes as you go along. 

Some further help using the resource bundle editor can be found on the „Help I’m lost” tab. 
Just click on it.
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3  Test your changes in the application 
If you would like to see / test your translation results in your own BV environment before sending 
them to the BellaVita team, you will need to create the jar file of the resources translated. 

Copy the contents of resources_to_be_translated folder to deployment/resources. 

Go to command prompt and run the following in the deployment directory 

 ant resources.jar 

 

Copy the new created resources.jar file from your deployment directory to the bellavita/lib 
directory (replace the existing one). 

Make sure you have a backup of the original resources.jar file. You will have to stop 
BellaVitaOpenJMS and Bellavita_Server service while you change the resources.jar file. 

Once you have completed the translation and testing: To see it in the next official version - Send 
the translated result (resources_to_be_translated folder) to the BellaVita team 
(bellavitasupport@micros.com)  for inclusion in the official releases. 

mailto:bellavitasupport@micros.com
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